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Colt express board game rules

6 Trains 1 Locomotive 10 Terrain Elements 17 Round Cards 1 Marshal's Pawn 13 Neutral Bullet Cards 6 Character Cards 60 Action Cards 36 Bullet Cards 6 Bandit Pawn Each player chooses a character, takes the corresponding character card and places it in front of it. Place the 6 bullet cards of their color to the left of your character
card, in the order of the number of bullets. Then shuffle the 10 action cards of your color and place them face down to your right: these cards are your personal deck. Each player also takes a $250 purse of the shares and places it face down on their character card, keeping its value hidden. In the center of the table, place the locomotive
and as many cars as there are players in a row. Take the cars of your choice and placed in the order of your choice. Add the Locomotive to the front of the Train. Place in each car the number and type of loot tokens indicated on your floor. The purses are taken randomly and placed face down with their hidden value. Place the Marshal
pawn and a safe inside the locomotive. The remaining loot tokens are placed back in the box, except for the second safe, which is placed outside the train, near the locomotive. You can come into play later. Randomly draw 4 round cards out of 7 that correspond to the number of players (either round cards marked 2-4 or 5-6) and shuffle
them. Randomly select one of the three cards from the train station. Make a face-down deck with these 5 cards, making sure the train station card is at the bottom. Put the remaining round cards back in the box. Place all 13 cards of the neutral bullet next to the locomotive. Take the bandit pawns corresponding to the playable characters
and draw one of them at random. The player corresponding to the tied character is the first player in the first round. This player takes the deck of the 5 round cards and puts it in front of it. Placing the Bandits The first player is player 1, the player on his left is player 2, and so on. Players with an odd number place their Bandit in caboose.
Players with an even number place their Bandit in the Car next to caboose. Object of the game To win, you must become the richest bandit in the Old West. To achieve this goal, you'll try to get more loot than your opponents... without being hit by too many bullets! The best shooter will receive the Gunslinger title, valued at $1000. Game
There are five rounds in a game. Each round has two phases: Phase 1 : Schemin'! Players play their action cards in a common deck in the center of the table. Phase 2: Steal! Action cards played during Phase 1 are made. At the beginning of a round, each player shuffles their deck and draws six cards. These cards form that player's hand.
The First Player then draws the round top and places it on the table so everyone can see it. This Round card shows the number of turns (the number of card icons) that will be available during this phase. It also shows how the he'll go. Phase 1: From the first player, each player plays their turn, followed by the next player clockwise. In their
turn, a player has to: or play an action card face up (unless otherwise specified) from their hand to the common deck; or take 3 additional cards from your deck and add them to your hand. The Schemin!! phase ends when the number of shifts indicated on the Round card has been completed. Non-play cards left in a player's hand are
placed back on top of their personal deck. Example: Doc is the first player during the current round. Play a Move card from your Hand; Then Belle, to her left, plays a fire card at the top of Doc. Tuco's card, to Belle's left, decides to draw cards instead of playing a card. Take 3 cards from your deck and add them to your Hand. Finally,
Cheyenne plays a punch card on top of Belle's card. Then the second shift begins. Phase 2: Stealing the first player takes the deck of action cards that had been created during the Schemin'! phase and turn the deck around, without changing the order of the cards. The actions of the bandits are performed, one by one, starting with the top
card (i.e. in the order in which they were played). Once completed, the action card is returned to the player to which it belongs. That player put it back in his personal deck. Ending the round Each player shuffles all their cards (10 action cards and any bullet cards with which they have been hit in previous rounds). Then place your deck to
the right of your character card. The player on the left of the First Player becomes the new First Player. Put the remaining round cards in front of him. Now a new round begins. End of game The game ends after five rounds. Each player then adds up the value of the loot tokens they have in their own character card. The Gunslinger Prize is
awarded to players who fired the most bullets (i.e. who has fewer bullet cards of their color). The player(_) delivers their character card to get the prize. It's worth $1000. If more than one player wins the title, each tied player receives $1000. The richest player wins the game. In the event of a tie, the winner is the tied player who has
received the fewest bullet cards from other players and events during the game. Continue reading on Colt Express, you play a desperate, attacking a passenger train. Mercilessly, without possible alliance: between cars, on the roof of the train, bullets come from everywhere. Exit laws are injured. Marshall patrols the train, thwarts the
bandits' plans. It is an additional threat in this extraordinary project. Who's going to become the best gunman? Who will receive most of the loot? Each character has their own personality but, at the end of the day, everyone has same goal: to get the largest share of the cake by stealing from passengers. Was this article helpful? Like 0
Dislike 0 0 of 0 found this article useful. Launched in 2014, Colt Express immediately found a large audience Amateurs. The game ended up winning the Spiel Des Jahres in 2015 that recognizes the previous year's best board game. The game also stands today as one of the 300 best board games of all time in Board Game Geek. In Colt
Express you play as one of several bandits who are trying to steal a moving train and do with more valuables than the rest of the players. Between the combination of the critical acclaim of the game and the intriguing issue of train theft I was very excited to try Colt Express. Colt Express can be frustrating as a move can ruin your entire
strategy, but there's no denying that Colt Express is a chaotic blast to play with. How to play ? My thoughts Should you buy? CommentsHow to play Colt ExpressSetup Each player chooses a character and takes the corresponding set of cards and game piece. The player places his character card in front of them. Players find their six
bullet cards, sort them based on the number of bullets shown in the image (the six-round card goes at the top) and place the stack to the left of their character card. They shuffle the rest of their cards and place them face down to the right of their character card. Each player takes a $250 bag token and places it above its character card
value downwards. Place the locomotive on the table and place cars behind it equal to the number of players in the game. Look in each car to see how much loot starts in it. All tokens are placed face down. Wallets are chosen at random so none of the players know the values. Place the marshal's pawn (yellow) and a safe tab inside the
locomotive. Randomly choose four round cards based on the number of players in the game (2-4 players or 5-6 players). Shuffle these four cards. Randomly choose one of the cards from the train station and place it under the other round cards. Place this deck of cards near the train. Put the neutral cards next to the train. A player takes
all the player's pawns that will be used in the game and mixes them in his hand. The player randomly selects one of them and that player will be the first player in the first round. The player on your left is the second player and so on. Players place their pawns on the train based on the turn order. If the player's turn order number is odd,
they will place their pawn in the last car. If the player is an even number he will place his bandit in the second car from the end. Playing the GameColt Express is played in five rounds. Each round consists of two phases: At the beginning of each round, all players shuffle their deck of cards and draw the six main cards (seven if you're
playing as Doc) to form their hand. The player who is the first of this round will flip the card from the round deck. The round card shows how many turns players will have in the current round and when special actions will occur. Each turn in a round is indicated by a symbol on the round card. Symbols indicate special circumstances turn.
Symbols include: Players have to play their cards face up this turn. Players play their cards face down this turn. Each player can take two consecutive turns. Players can play two cards, draw six cards, or play a card and draw three cards. The current turn will be played counterclockwise from the first player. Some of the round cards also
have some special events that come into play at the end of the round. Angry Sheriff: The marshal will shoot the bandits on the roof of the car the marshal is currently in. All shooting bandits will receive a neutral bullet card. The sheriff will move a space towards the back of the train. Oscillating arm: All bandits on the roof will be moved to
the roof of the last car. Brake: All sides on the roof will move a car to the front of the train (remaining on the roof). Take It All: The second safe is added to the game. The safe is placed in the car currently occupied by the Marshal.Passenger Rebellion: Any bandit inside a car at the end of the round will receive a neutral bullet card.
Carterists: Any bandit who is alone in a car containing a purse token can take that token for free at the end of the round. Marshal's Revenge: Any bandit on the roof of the mariscal-occupied car will lose their least valuable bag card. If the player does not have purse tokens, they will not lose anything. Driver Hostage Taking: Any bandit who
is on the locomotive or on their roof at the end of the round will receive $250.Schemin'! Starting with the first player and moving clockwise, each player takes a turn performing an action. In a player's turn they can perform one of two actions: Play an action card to the game stack. The card is usually placed on your back unless otherwise
noted. Draw three cards from your deck and add them to your hand. Once all the round shifts have been played, the round moves on to the next phase. Steal! The first player will take the stack of cards that were played and flip it so that the card that was played first will be at the top of the stack. Players will resolve one card at a time by
taking the appropriate action for each card played. If the action is possible, the player has to perform the action even if it hurts them. Once the action is performed, the card is returned to the player to which it belongs. Once all cards are resolved, the ends of the current round (see the End of Round section). The action that is performed for
each card type is as follows:Move: When playing a movement card, the player will move their bandit to one of the neighboring cars. If the player is inside the car, move their pawn to the car before or after their car If the player is at the top of the car, they can move between one and three cars in any direction. Since the green player is
inside a car, they can move a car left or right. The blue player is on the roof so they can up to three cars left or right. Floor Change: When playing a floor change card, the player will move their pawn up or down in their current car. If the pawn is currently in the car it will move to the roof. If the pawn is currently on the roof it will move in the
car. When playing the floor change card the blue player will move from the roof to the inside of the car and the green player will move to the ceiling. Marshal: The player who plays the card will move the marshal to the car before or after his current car. This player has played the Marshal's card. You can move the sheriff a car to the left or
right. When the Marshal is in the same space as one or more of the players' pawns, the Marshal will attack them. All players in space will take a neutral bullet card. All pawns also move to the roof of their current car. The marshal is in the same car as the green player. The green player will have to take one of the neutral bullet cards and
move his pawn to the roof of the car. Fire: When a player plays a fire card, they can shoot one of the other players. When a player shoots another player he will give that player one of his bullet cards that he will have to add to his deck of cards. A player cannot shoot at a player who is in the same car as them. The range a player can fire
depends on whether they are inside a car or on the roof. If a player is in a car, they can only hit one player in one of the adjacent cars. If there are two or more pawns in the same car, the player can choose which one they want to shoot. The purple player played a fire card. Since they are inside a car they can only shoot a player who is a
car away and cannot shoot the blue player occupying the same car as them. The purple player can shoot the white or green player. If a player is on the roof he can shoot any bandit who has no other bandit between them and the shooter. If there are two or more pawns on the same roof, the player can choose which one they want to
shoot. The purple player is on the roof and played a fire card. Since there are no pawns between them, the purple player could shoot the white or blue player. They couldn't shoot the green player because there's another pawn on the way. Theft: When a player plays a steal card they can take the loot token of their choice from their current
car. If a player is in the car, they cannot take a tab from the ceiling and vice versa. However, the player cannot see its value before choosing it. Once a player chooses a token, they can look the other side of it and then place it face down on their character card. If there are no chips in their space, the player does not perform any card
action. The blue player has played a steal card so you will have to take one of the chips in your current car. Punch: When a player plays a card punch can hit another bandit who is in the same car and location (inside or on the roof) that When a player is hit, the punch player chooses one of the player's chips hit (without looking at their
values) and places it in their current location. The player then moves the player who hit one of the adjacent cars (on the same floor they were on before). The purple player has played a punch card. The white player will be hit. The white player will have to drop one of his chips on the roof of his current car. The purple player will then move
the white player's pawn to the car to the left or right. End of RoundIn the end of the round players will shuffle all their player cards, including their action cards and any bullet cards given to them. The new shuffled deck is placed to the right of your character card. The player to the left of the first previous player will be the first player in the
next round. End of gameThe game ends after all five rounds have been played. Each player looks at how many of their bullet cards they were able to give to other players. The player who gave the most bullet cards wins the gunman bonus. They flip their character card to indicate that they received $1,000 for the gunman bonus. If two or
more players are tied for the most bullets given, all tied players will receive the bonus. Each player then flips all the chips they acquired during the game. They add up their total along with their potential gunman bonus. The player who has won the most money wins the game. If there is a draw, tied players compare how many bullet cards
they received from the other players and the quarterback. The player with the fewest bullet cards breaks the tie. The purple player won the gunman's bonus so he receives $1,000. Players made the following money during the game: white-$2,050, purple-$2,000, green-$1,500, and blue-$1,450. As the white player he earned the most
money they earn the game. Bandit Special SkillsEvery bandit in the game has his own special ability that only the player who plays as the character can use. Ghost: During the first turn in each round, Ghost can play his card face down even if they would otherwise have to play it face up. If the player draws in his first turn, this ability cannot
be used in the round. Belle: When a player is shooting or hitting and has an option between Belle and another bandit, the player must shoot/hit the other bandit. Cheyenne: When Cheyenne hits, they can immediately take a bag and add it to their own character card instead of placing it on the train. If the player loses a jewel or a safe, it is
placed on the train. Tuco: Tuco can shoot bandits in the same car as them. They can shoot bandits who are on the same level or bandits who are on the other level. Django: When shooting a bandit, the bandit will move car in the direction they were shot. This is ignored if it would push the bandit off the train. Doc: Doc starts each round by
drawing seven cards instead of GameThe expert game is played just like the normal game, except that players will have to keep the cards in their hand between rounds instead of rearranging all the cards at the beginning of each round. The expert game adds a discard stack to the settings of each player that is placed to the right of their
draw stack. The following rules are also added to the game. At the beginning of every Schemin'! phase of the bullet cards being drawn are immediately added to the discard pile. The player cannot draw additional cards. At the end of the Schemin'! a player's stage can choose which cards in their hand they would like to keep and which
ones they would like to discard. During the Robbery! phase when a card is returned to it is placed in the discard pile. All bullet cards purchased are placed at the top of the draw deck. At the beginning of each round you'll draw enough cards to retrieve up to six cards (seven if you're playing as Doc). When you run out of cards in your draw
pile, you'll shuffle the cards in your discard pile. You'll place the shuffled cards face down to form your new draw deck. My thoughts on Colt ExpressWhile there are quite a few other games that use similar mechanics, Colt Express is the first game we've reviewed in Geeky Hobbies that I would consider a motion programming game. For
those of you who have never played one of these types of games before the basic premise of the game is that you have to schedule your moves for a round before you are able to actually implement any of them. Players take turns playing cards trying to track the cards they and the other players have played to determine which cards to
play next. I'll say I haven't played many motion programming games in the past. I think Colt Express is the perfect example of what gender can be though. I think the idea of having to choose your actions before you see the actual result is a very interesting mechanic. To do well in the game you have to plan what moves you want to make
in the round and then play the corresponding cards. You'll also need to study what cards the other players play to get an idea of what they're trying to do. It's key to find out what the other players are trying to do because otherwise they can mess with their strategy. While there's a good deal of luck in the game, there's a bit of hidden
strategy in the game as you try to maneuver around the train, grabbing loot and avoiding attacks from the other player. There are other games out there that use similar programming mechanics, but if you've never played one of these types of games before it's different from anything you've played before. For most of the game you're likely
to try to acquire as much loot as you are You have to maneuver around the train stopping at cars with loot and grab it before the other players. You have to make sure you can steal it before the other players or you could finish becomes trying to steal things that are no longer available. Instead of moving around the train trying to collect the
loot, you could try to steal the loot from the other players. While it can be difficult to get a hit, it can be quite powerful, as it can take away another player's loot, while it's also likely to ruin your strategy for the round. Most players will spend their time going after the loot, but I think it's also a valid strategy to go for the gunman bonus. You
don't have to collect a lot of loot if you are able to get the gunman bonus as it is worth $1,000. You can't completely ignore the loot, but shooting the other players as much as possible is a valid strategy in the game. In addition to getting the Gunman bonus, you can fill other players' decks with worthless bullet cards. These cards will force
them to waste turns on drawing cards or give them fewer cards to choose from that prevent them from the rest of the game. What's really interesting about playing Colt Express is that your game is likely to have a lot of flows and flows. You probably have really good rounds and really bad rounds. This can lead to a somewhat chaotic
experience as your destiny in the game can change with the game of a card. Most people might think this isn't a good thing, but it really works for Colt Express. Sometimes it can get chaotic, but it's an explosion to play with. Colt Express is one of those games that you have to play to fully appreciate. The mechanics aren't going to be for
everyone, but I think most people should have a lot of fun with the game. I would probably classify Colt Express as light to moderate on the difficulty scale. I give the game this rating as it is not as simple as its typical mass market game (Monopoly for example) but it is also something that is quite simple once you know what you are doing.
I would say it will take about 10-15 minutes to explain Colt Express to most new players. A decent amount of this time will be desded in teaching the idea of motion programming to people who have never played one of such games before. The rest of the time is used to explain the different actions you can take in the game. It will probably
take most players a couple of rounds to fully understand what they are doing in the game. The good news is that once players know what they're doing, Colt Express is pretty easy to play. You may have some difficulties in your first game, but you shouldn't have any problems in your second game. Although I wouldn't play Colt Express
with very young children, I don't think older kids should have a problem with Colt Express. Colt Express is one of those games that keeps the perfect balance be accessible while still having enough depth to keep everyone interested. Usually, I don't really care as much about the theme of a game, as the themes rarely make a bad game
good or vice versa. When it comes to Colt Express, though I thought the subject actually added a little to the The game owes a lot to the components as they make it really feel like you're stealing a train. The idea of stealing a train is a great idea for a board game. Colt Express does a great job of combining the theme with mechanics that
really support the theme. While I think Colt Express will work well as a family game, the theme can turn off some people. The game is far from explicit, but there is a bit of inferred violence in the game. The bandits hit each other and shoot each other, as well as steal. I don't see this as a problem for most people, but some people might not
approve of the issue. Colt Express is a great game, but it has a somewhat big problem that's going to drive some players crazy. The main gameplay of Colt Express is to try to track where you and the rest of the players are at any given time. While it matters which cards you play, cards that other players play can have a big impact on your
strategy. Each player comes with a strategy for the round that will play all their cards in order to achieve. The problem is that another player can easily throw a wrench into their plan that will likely ruin the rest of their round. To explain, let me take you through an example of what happened to me in a round. At the beginning of the round I
and another player (who was playing as Ghost) started in the same space. When I started the round on the roof I was planning to move into neighboring space, go down and then grab two chips. This strategy would have worked perfectly unless the Ghost player ruined my entire strategy. This player started the round by hitting me (I didn't
know they were going to do this because of Ghost's special ability). This moved me into the space I wanted to move to on my first shift, which ended up ruining my entire strategy. I could no longer move a space, go down the stairs and then take two chips. I tried to adjust by moving to another train car, but other players took all the chips
from that space. Due to another player's action, my round went from receiving two chips to my entire round being wasted. I'll be the first person to admit that this can be quite frustrating. Just because you couldn't predict what another player was going to do can ruin your whole round. You may usually have a good idea of what the other
players plan to do, but there are situations where it's impossible to predict what the other players are going to do that will ruin your plans. While this can be frustrating, it's kind of fun to see someone's plan go totally crazy. The fact that your plan doesn't go as planned plays on the subject of a chaotic train heist. Stealing a train is never
going to go as planned, so your plans are expected to never work as planned. This is definitely going to disable some players, but if you go in the game doesn't take it seriously that it doesn't ruin the experience. While on the subject of a player being able to totally ruin your whole round, maybe it's just me, but I think Ghost's special skill is
rigged. You can mitigate your power a little with experience, but it still seems dominated. Basically, Ghost's ability allows your player to hide their first move every round. This may not sound like much, but it can be huge in a game where knowing where you and your opponents are at any given time is extremely important. Being able to
hide his first move allows this player to hide his intentions a little for the whole round. You'll still be able to see most of the cards they play, but not knowing that the first card prevents the other players from knowing exactly what the player is going to do. This is really bad for players who are in the same space or near where Ghost starts
each round. Ghost's ability allows them to mess with this nearby player without them knowing what they're going to do. This gives the ghost player the ability to ruin another player's entire round. Ghost's ability can also be used in each round, while most other special abilities require specific circumstances. Since everyone will probably
want to play as Ghost, I would probably recommend not letting anyone play like him if possible. Apart from the entire round of a potentially ruined player due to another player's action, I would say there are two other smaller problems I had with the game. First I think the trains should have a little more loot. Maybe it was because my group
didn't use punching action so often, but it wasn't that hard to acquire most of the chips on the train. Usually, you'll only have one or two chips left on the train at the end of the game. I guess this was done to encourage players to use punching action more often. Once all or most of the chips have been taken, the players behind them are
forced to attack the players in the lead and the players in the lead only try to flee from the other players. I think the game would have benefited from having a little more loot than players could acquire. The other problem I had with Colt Express is that there is a decent dependence on luck. Luck at Colt Express tends to come from two
areas. As I've already addressed, your fate in the game depends on the other players. If a player decides to mess with you, there's not much you can do, as it will hurt your chances of winning the game. Otherwise, luck comes from the cards you end up drawing. If you don't draw the right cards at the right times, you won't be able to
perform the actions you want. Bad luck drawing cards could make the difference between winning and losing the game. This is why I highly recommend playing expert rules. The expert game is just a little more difficult and has in getting rid of some of the lucky card drawings as you can keep the cards between rounds. For most board
games I wouldn't say that components make or break the game. While Colt Express still it's been a good game with poor components, you just can't ignore the quality of the components in the game. The most notable components are obviously 3D train cars. Colt Express could have used cards or flat pieces of cardboard to represent the
different train cars, but the game decided to take it to the next level by including the 3D train cars. These cars really help with the theme and are surprisingly sturdy and well built. This is combined with some great works of art along which gives the game its own unique style. Then you add the custom bandit /Marshal meeples and you can't
deny that the game entered with the game components. Outside of the landscape pieces be quite useless, I really couldn't find a single thing to complain about the components. With how popular Colt Express has been, it's not so surprising that there have been expansions made for the game. I was actually surprised how many have been
released. Although I've never played any of these expansions, most of them actually seem to add a little bit to the game. At this time Colt Express has the following expansions:Bandits: These are a set of expansions that turn the game into a semi-cooperative experience. Each expansion allows one of the bandits to be controlled by the
game itself. Players must work together to prevent the associated bandit from completing their goal. If players fail, everyone loses the game. If successful, any player with the most money wins the game. Amazon (Belle), Amazon (Cheyenne), Amazon (Django), Amazon (Doc), Amazon (Ghost), Amazon (Tucco)Cursed Loot: Comes with
seven loot pieces that are worth considerably less than the other loot in the game. This expansion seems to add a lantern mechanic to the game where players aren't sure how much the other players' loot is worth. Horses &amp; Stagecoach: This expansion adds horses and a stagecoach to the game. Horses allow bandits to move faster
between train carriages. The stagecoach includes additional loot and a guard that bandits have to get rid of before looting the stagecoach. Bandits can also receive a ransom by taking hostages. AmazonLe tunnel avant l'arrivée en gare: A promotional round card from a magazine. The card starts with the first three hidden turns and adds a
mechanic that forces players to drop loot when they are shot. Marshal and Prisoners: This expansion adds three new things to the game. Adds a new character. Players can free prisoners from the prison car, which opens up an additional skill. Finally a player can play as the Marshal who is given hidden objectives that they must complete
to win the game. AmazonNorth Pole Station: Arrived as part of Brettspiel Adventskalender 2015. It's a round card a Christmas theme. The Time Travel Car: This expansion basically adds Back to the Future's DeLorean time machine to the game. If a player is the only player in the car at the end of a they can take special action. All other
players cover their eyes and the player can hide their bandit under one of the cars so they will be able to play cards in the next round with the other players without knowing where their bandit started the round. Should you buy Colt Express? While I knew Colt Express was going to be pretty good, I was actually still a little surprised. It's a
little hard to explain why, but the game is an explosion to play. It's one of those games you have to play to fully appreciate. I honestly think the game is getting as close as possible to a board game to simulate a train theft. This is compatible with the fantastic quality of game components. Motion programming mechanics are used in other
games, but it works perfectly for Colt Express. Players have to plan their own strategy each round while also trying to figure out what the rest of the players are doing. The game has a slight learning curve, but it's pretty easy to play once everyone knows what they're doing. While Colt Express is a great game, it has a couple of problems.
Sometimes it's frustrating that another player's move can ruin your entire round. The game can also rely on a little too much luck sometimes. At the end of the day, though Colt Express is a fantastic game. Honestly, I find it hard not to recommend Colt Express. If you don't really care about the theme, you don't like motion programming
games, or you'd be too frustrated that another player's move can ruin your entire strategy; Colt Express may not be for you. If you think Colt Express sounds fun although I think you'll really enjoy the game and I recommend you pick it up. If you want to buy Colt Express you can find it online: Amazon, eBay eBay
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